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INTRODUCTION 
The Discovery Tool is a computerized 
environment assessment tool (app) programmed 
for use on an Android Tablet.  The Discovery Tool 
is equipped with a series of audio instructions 
that prompt users to capture aspects of their 
environment that make it easier or more difficult 
to be physically active by taking photographs and 
audio narrations of their community. The 
Discovery Tool was developed by researchers at 
Stanford University and originally developed and 
tested for use in urban communities. Through a 
partnership with Stanford University, Cornell 
University, and Cornell Cooperative Extension, 
four communities throughout New York State 
were given the opportunity to test this tool in 
rural settings. With the assistance of seven 
community members, the Discovery Tool project 
was carried out in Dolgeville, NY. The community 
members were asked to conduct two walks using 

the Discovery Tool. The first walk focused on 
capturing barriers and facilitators to physical 
activity within the Dolgeville. The second walk 
continued to focus on capturing aspects of the 
physical activity environment, but also 
documented the strengths and weaknesses of the 
food environment. A focus group was assembled 
following the completion of the second walk. The 
focus group sought to further explore the barriers 
and assets to physical activity and healthy eating 
within the community; brainstorm and generate 
ideas for community improvement based upon 
the information collected in the Discovery Tool; 
and collect feedback on the overall use of the 
Discovery Tool. 
 
The photographs contained in this report were 
taken by community members while using the 
Discovery Tool. 

 

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND HEALTHY EATING ASSETS 
PARKS 
Parks were identified by several participants as places that 
community members often walk to and one particular 
park is praised for providing benches and tables for 
residents to sit or eat at during the day. “…this is a park 
where I usually sit on my walk. And I watch the river that 
goes by the creek.” “This is one of several small parks that 
the Dolgeville village has and use[s] quite often for eating 
lunch. And people can use this to hang out after they’ve 
gone to Stewart’s or other places to get a cup of coffee.” 
 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR WALKING - TRAILS AND SCHOOL TRACK 
The high school track and the nature trails are great venues that promote 
walking and running in Dolgeville. The sidewalks leading to the school are also 
in great condition, thus walking to the school track is a safe and convenient 
option. “…we have access to the high school track so we can walk there in 
safety. Also, there’s a nature trail that’s up there as well.” 
    
 
 



PLAYGROUNDS AND FIELDS 
The playground is located near schools and was identified 
as a facilitator of physical activity for the children in 
Dolgeville. There are fields for children to play soccer, 
baseball, and football. There are also basketball courts. 
These playgrounds encourage physical activity for children 
especially, but are within walking distance for most 
residents. “...they have pick-up baseball and kids play 
football there…And then there’s Little League fields; there’s 
two of those. And they’re all available within walking 
distance for everybody...”  
 
CYCLING 
Participants reported that Dolgeville has good places to ride 
bikes and there are opportunities to travel around the 
community on a bike instead of by car. One participant 
reported that living in a rural area might be more conducive 
to biking because there is not as much traffic in a rural 
community. “In these days of texting and all of the hazards 
that are on the road, it’s a little safer to ride around the 

village and of course in all the rural areas around that surround the village for cyclists because we just don’t 
have the amount of traffic…so I find it conducive to cycling.” “And it’s not terribly hilly in Dolgeville, so it’s a 
nice ability to be able to walk around town or ride your bike. There are plenty of opportunities to get 
exercise.” 
 
COMMUNITY GARDEN 
The Interact Club, in conjunction with the local school, set up a small garden for plants and vegetables. This 
encourages healthy eating in the local area, as well as educating young adults on gardening. “I think it’s 
good for young adults to understand that they can have gardens even if they have a small area…”  
 
LOCAL FOOD MARKETS 
Because of the competition of other big chain 
supermarkets like Price Chopper, the Big M, a local 
grocery store, has been expanding their produce section 
and offering a lot more healthy options including 
organic items. “They put in a whole organic section in 
Big M, which is really nice.” “The Big M is spruced up a 
little. Probably because of Price Chopper.” “…as far as 
food goes, I think Big M has done a better job lately with 
their produce.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 



There is also a new health foods store, which will encourage healthy eating by providing healthier food 
options for the community. “We just opened up the new health foods store right down the street, so that’s 
just a new addition to the community, which is great.” “It sells herbs and different kinds of spices and 
things.” 
 
The town also has a farmers’ market. Although it is not very big, there are options to buy fresh food and 
organic as well. “We currently don’t have too much in the way of food there yet… there was one organic 
gardener there last weekend, but we’re hoping in June, when it picks up, they usually have 4 or 5 vendors...” 
The price is usually cheaper at the farmers’ market since produce is in season, which helps those who 
normally cannot afford to buy many healthy foods. “Yeah, the seasonal things at the market are good. Very 
reasonable.” 
 
LOCAL RESTAURANTS 
Local restaurants further promote healthy eating in 
Dolgeville through the promotion of affordable, healthy 
foods. Participants felt that there are enough restaurants 
that provide healthy meals for a good price. “If they’re 
going to eat healthy locally, you can get a good cheap 
dinner in town here.” There are also no big fast food chain 
restaurants in the area, which limits the temptation to 
grab less healthy foods for a quick inexpensive meal. “Well 
there’s no fast food restaurants...” “I would say that they 
[one of the restaurants] had some nice wraps for lunch, 
you know, not all just cold cuts, but vegetables. They do a 
real nice job.” Green Acres was mentioned specifically as a 
restaurant that provides tasty and healthy options in 
addition to some less healthy foods. “The food there [Green Acres] is excellent. Even if you don’t eat fruits 
and vegetables, some of the other items are really tasty.” “They [Green Acres] have healthy options – whole 
wheat wraps…” 

 
PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND HEALTHY EATING BARRIERS 
LACK OF CROSSWALKS & LACK OF ENFORCEMENT 

One of the main barriers to 
physical activity identified by the 
participants was the lack of 
crosswalks to walk from one side 
of the street to the other. The 
crosswalks that were properly 
maintained happen to be along 
the main route to the school, but 
crosswalks elsewhere were not. 
“There is a crosswalk that’s 
beyond us on the right side that 
enables people to cross at their 
own risk.” “Right now, you take 



your life in your hands when you’re on a crosswalk or anywhere.” The group reported that some crosswalks 
were not clearly marked and that it is discouraging to walk around town when you are not sure if cars will 
stop for you. There is also a lack of visual signs indicating that cars should stop to let pedestrians cross or to 
yield to pedestrians. Some cars try to get to the crosswalks first before pedestrians cross, which creates a 
very dangerous situation. “Well they’ve got designated crossings, but nobody pays attention to them.” 
“They try to speed up to get past before you get in there.” “And it’s just hard sometimes to cross, you know, 
you get out of your vehicle and then you have to run between two parked cars until you…yeah, because they 
won’t stop.”  

 
POOR CONDITION OF SIDEWALKS 

The poor condition of sidewalks or lack of sidewalks can be a deterrent of 
physical activity in the community. Sidewalks near the schools have been 
repaired and are in fairly good shape. However, sidewalks in other areas of 
Dolgeville desperately need attention. Some residents may not have the 
money to repair the sidewalks in front of their homes. “Nobody cares about 
our sidewalks. I mean, certain people got new sidewalks just because they 
happen to be on the way to school, but if you’re not on a perceived route to 
school, then your sidewalks are your own problem.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LACK OF SIDEWALKS 
Lack of sidewalks also limits walking in Dolgeville. “If the sidewalk was completed all the way up to the 
school on the left side, then there would probably be far more walkers.” “…and there’s no sidewalks on 
either side of the road once you get up to the Dollar Store.” 

 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



CONFUSING INTERSECTIONS 
Confusing intersections were identified as a barrier to being physically active, especially for cyclists. There 
was one especially confusing intersection in a busy part of town.  It is an intersection of four roads and, 

while there is a crosswalk, it is inadequate to ensure the 
safety of those that try to use it. “This is an intersection of 
29 and through the end of route 67. It’s actually four roads 
but as you can see it’s not really a four corner kind of 
thing…and I don’t know if we’ve ever had an accident here 
because I think everybody’s afraid to go. But eventually it 
clears itself out and everybody seems content with it. “One 
thing I remember I pointed out was the intersection by 
Stewart’s shop and the bridge there. As a cyclist, that’s, 
that’s hazardous to your health. There’s no question about 
it.”  
 
 
 
 

DANIEL GREEN BRIDGE 
A major topic that was discussed by the participants was the Daniel Green Bridge. The bridge once allowed 
connectivity from one part of town to the other.  Community residents often took advantage of walking or 
biking across this bridge, but this has ceased since new owners have taken over the bridge and closed it off 
due to liability and insurance concerns. 

 
“[The bridge] was maintained by the local factory and when 
the factory went out of business, they shut the bridge down. 
You can’t walk or drive over it. Now to get from one part of 
the town to the other, you have to take a long detour.” “Any 
kid could jump off that bridge, and they used to fish off of it, 
so there’s a lot of liability…Green carried the liability…The 
new owner chose not to do that.” “But now we have to go 
all the way around so it’s not accessible as far as walking 
from what they call the Dolgeville Extension over there to 
over here on Main Street.” 
 
COST OF HEALTHY FOOD 
Cost was identified as a barrier to accessing healthy foods. 
Organic foods, fruits, and vegetables tend to be more 
expensive than other less nutritious foods. “You’re going to 
pay more for organics no matter where you go. If you drive 
to Price Chopper or Hannaford’s, or get it local right here…” 
“I think fruits and vegetables tend to be more expensive 
than some of this other horrible junk food.” Additionally, 
food might be a little bit more expensive because of 
transportation since Dolgeville is out of the way of main 
transportation routes.  



“I’m sure food cost a little more to be delivered here too. 
Because, again, it’s off the mainstream, so that’s why meats 
and/or vegetables or fruits tend to be perhaps a little more 
expensive.” “And I wonder if low-income people – when they see 
the price of fruit, if they say ‘gee, you know, instead of that, I can 
get so much more of cereal or whatever.’ Not that cereal is 
necessarily a bad thing, but if you use it as a main staple…” “Well 
there’s no fast food restaurants, but the Quick Stops tend to have 
pretty low priced cheese pizza and things that people would opt 
for rather than cooking themselves or eating healthier.”  

   
      

 
 
SUGGESTIONS 
PROMOTING HEATHY EATING THROUGH GARDENING & EDUCATION 
A community garden or a personal garden would help promote healthy eating and education around food 
production. “I think gardening in pots and things like that could be something we promote…” “I always 
thought it would be nice if they put in a community garden so the people that don’t have a little bit of land 
might be able to go over and plant…” “…maybe the older people would teach the kids or the younger people 
how to can…suppose you froze zucchini or show[ed] them how to make bread with it and all the things that 
they do...” 
 
ADULT ACTIVITY CENTER 
There are assets in the community that support physical activity for youth, but there is not much for older 
adults. Participants mentioned that providing places to participate in activities like bocce, shuffleboard, or 
horseshoes would especially help encourage physical activity among older adults. “But, you know, it would 
be nice to have a place to play bocce. Or shuffleboard.” “Things like that would be a nice…like an adult 
activity center.” 
 
TRAIL CONSTRUCTION 
There is a trail the village started to build on the old railroad tracks. Unfortunately there are some parts of 
the trail that still need work. Completing construction of that trail would provide another place and 
opportunity for all people in the community to be physically active. “The village did start work on a trail on 
the old railroad tracks, but there are several sections that still aren’t done. It would be nice if we could finish 
that up because then you could walk off in the woods more and you could ski in the winter and snow shoe it. 
And you wouldn’t have to leave town long distances to do those things.” 
 
INSTALLING BIKE LANES 
Marking bike lanes on the road can encourage physical activity by making it safer for community residents 
to bike alongside cars. “It would be nice if we had bike lanes. None of our streets…or very few are that wide 
where we could do that…” 
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